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English
Story Time!
Looking at the attached writing prompts. Select one
prompt that appeals to you, and write your own
creative narrative.
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Maths
Look in the attached Maths Activities files, there you
will find: an investigation; coordinates and properties
of 2d shape questions, and daily arithmetic practise.

Secondary Transition
Often a worry about starting Secondary School is that
you will not know which lessons you are supposed to
be in, and where/ when they are taking place.
To help you, secondary schools often provide you with
an individual timetable. Complete the Purple Mash
Activity ‘Timetable Navigation’ to become familiar with
the different types of timetables you may come across.

You can present your writing however you wish. You
could: handwrite it, type it, pop it on a Powerpoint and
insert relative pictures- get creative!

How many activities can you complete?
Remember to show your workings!

GPS

Topic

PE

Read through the Microorganisms Powerpoint and
complete the mould investigation.

Virtual Olympics

Complete the attached grammar and spelling activities
on the school webpage.

Participate in our Academy Virtual Olympics.
Compete in as many events as you wish. More
information can be found on the school Facebook page
and website.

The spellings for this week are from the Year 5 and 6
statutory word list.
Practise them using the Look Cover Write Check.
Challenge: Can you write sentences using your
spellings?

Remember to thoroughly wash your hands before and
after this experiment; keep the bread in their sealed
plastic bags, and to dispose of your bread safely at the
end of the week.

Reading Challenge

Times Tables Rockstars

Mindfulness / Well-Being

Choose a non-fiction topic that interests you and read
about it. You could read a book, a webpage, a
magazine article.

Complete a daily 20-minute session on TT Rockstars.

Make your own ‘Things to Look Forward to Jar’.

Does your score improve each day? Which times tables
take you longer to recall? Can you practise them?

What are you most looking forward to doing? Could
these be your goals for the year?

Now make a glossary to explain the new terms you
come across.

Leavers’ Assembly
Hopefully, your parents have received a letter outlining how to participate in our Leavers’ Video. Please use the PowerPoint questions and prompts to write and record
your memories to add into our video. You can choose to record just one video of one topic or 4 separate videos of each category:
I’ll never forget…..My favourite memory is… Without Vale View, I wouldn’t……. When I grow up, I want to be…..
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